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eBid eXchange Subscription Agreement 
 
1.0  License - You are granted a non-exclusive, non-transferable, license to access the website provided to you by eBid 
Systems.  You may not sell, rent, lease, lend, time-share, assign, or transfer any right to use the website to any third 
party without the express written consent of eBid Systems.  In order to protect eBid Systems trade secrets and 
proprietary information, you agree not to reverse engineer, decompile, or create derivative works. 
 
2.0  Confidentiality and Privacy - All information that resides in the online database associated with your website 
remains your proprietary information and is not accessible by other clients of eBid Systems or their vendors.  eBid 
Systems will not disclose this information to any third parties unless we have a written agreement with you 
permitting such disclosure.  You agree not to share your password-controlled access to the administrative areas of the 
website with any third party without our prior written consent. 
 
3.0  Acceptable Use - You agree not to use the website for any unlawful activity, to impersonate another person or 
entity, upload or post any content or documents to which you do not have rights, or to upload or post any viruses, 
computer code, files or programs designed to interrupt the proper functioning of any computer or software.  You 
agree not to use the website for spamming, chain letters, or unsolicited bulk communications.  You agree not to 
upload any content or documents that are objectionable.  You acknowledge that eBid Systems may, at its sole 
discretion, disable offending websites and block, filter, or delete non-compliant data. 
 
4.0  No Refunds - Fees are considered earned at the time of payment and there are absolutely no refunds given.  You 
acknowledge this no refund policy and agree not to seek a refund or chargeback through your bank or lending 
institution.  You hereby authorize eBid Systems to present a copy of this Agreement to your bank or lending 
institution in defense of our claim for payment. 
 
5.0  No Warranties – You agree to use the website at your sole risk.  The website is provided “as is” without warranty 
of its fitness for a particular use.  eBid Systems shall use reasonable care in protecting your data from loss by 
equipment failure, hackers, viruses, worms, and shall use reasonable care in providing system availability.  However, 
eBid Systems does not warrant that the website will be error free, available when needed, or that your data may not 
be comprised by mechanical failures, natural disasters, or malicious attacks.   
 
6.0  Limitation of Liability - eBid Systems’ entire liability and your exclusive remedy with respect to the use of the 
website or a breach of eBid Systems’ obligations under this Agreement shall be the ability to terminate use of the 
website.  In no event shall eBid Systems’ liability exceed the value of your pre-paid subscription. 
 
7.0  No Rights or Remedies for Third Parties - This Agreement does not give any rights or remedies to any person 
other than you and eBid Systems. 
 
8.0  Severability - If any provision of this Agreement is held to be unenforceable for any reason, that provision, and all 
other provisions of this Agreement, will be enforced to the maximum extent permitted by law. 
 
9.0  Entire Agreement - This Agreement and any referenced exhibits constitute the entire Agreement with regards to 
the terms of service. 
 
10.0  Governing Law - This Agreement will be covered by the laws of the State of Washington. You agree that the 
state courts of Washington have jurisdiction over all disputes arising under this Agreement and consent to personal 
jurisdiction of those courts. 
 
11.0  Changes to the Agreement - eBid Systems may request modifications to this Agreement and will provide you 
with a copy of proposed modifications for your review and approval. 
 
12.0  No Assignment - You may not assign this Agreement or your rights or obligations under this Agreement without 
eBid Systems’ prior written consent. 
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